
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (see an example) and are provided with free text boxes to elaborate 

on their assessment. These free text comments are reproduced below.  Some articles will have been 

accepted based in part or entirely on reviews undertaken for other BMJ Group journals. These will be 

reproduced where possible. 

ARTICLE DETAILS 

TITLE (PROVISIONAL) Health, Drugs & Service use among deprived Single Men: 

comparing (subgroups) of single male welfare recipients against 

employed single men in Amsterdam. 

AUTHORS Kamann, Tjerk; de Wit, Matty; Cremer, Stephan; Beekman, Aartjan 

 

VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Alex Burdorf 
erasmus MC  
Netherlands 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Oct-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Remarks  
1. P4, 6-14: Some latest publications on homeless people and 
mortality are lacking, see e.g. Nusselder et al. PLoS One. 2013 Oct 
2;8(10):e73979  
2. P4, 15-17: As most important triggers are mention house eviction 
and relation breakdown, but the paragraph continuous with job loss, 
this seems a contradictory reasoning  
3. P4, 27-29: I am not sure whether the rationale is phrased 
correctly, prevention of homelessness cannot be achieved by 
studying health needs, unless health problems are a major trigger, 
but that is unclear.  
4. P4, 41: it comes as a surprise that the target group is different 
from the group described in the introduction!  
5. P5: Although it is difficult to argue against the policy model, there 
is evidence form studies on Individual Placement and Support / 
supported employment –strategies that this may not be an effective 
approach.  
6. P5: 41-54: the objectives are not aligned very well with the 
introduction, also objective 1 seems to include already objectives 2 
and 3.  
7. P6: procedures for informed consent and ethical approval are not 
mentioned. Although implicitly table 1 presents some information  
8. P7: given the low response in both the active sample and the 
health survey, one wonders how good this comparison can be 
made, that deserves attention. A potential sensitivity analysis is to 
compare persons without a job from the health survey with the active 
sample as well  
9. P7, 25-35: these measures must be presented in more detail, e.g 
what is harmful drinking?  
10. P7, 55-57: how was distance to the labour market collected in 
the health survey?  
11. P10 and on: the figure is too difficult to understand, please 
include a table with appropriate information  
12. P11, table 3. It is unclear whether disease information can 
explain the observed differences between both groups (welfare vs 
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work) and the 3 categories of distance to the labour market, is this 
analysis adjusted for socio-demographic factors?  
13. P12, discussion: it is unclear whether the definition of step 1-4 is 
partly based on the determinants studied, hence, it should be 
discussed in more detail whether the differences observed can truly 
be interpreted. 

 

REVIEWER H. Kroon 
Netherlands Institute of Mental Health & Addiction, The Netherlands 

REVIEW RETURNED 12-Nov-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Strong points of this descriptive study are the sample frame, and the 
participatory action research method.  
 
Title: The "different distance" in the title is not clear. Suggestion: " 
Comparing health, drug & service use of single men on welfare with 
employed men in Amsterdam" or something like that.  
 
Target population: these characteristics could be deleted since they 
double with the characteristics of the sample frame described in 
"study sample and procedures".  
 
The authors compare single male welfare recipients with single 
employed men. Ok. Less clear is the internal comparison of 
subgroups of SIM-welfare. This comparison seems to be trivial. 
Based on the assessment of health problems and other personal 
barriers people are placed on a “stairway to work”. The subsequent 
analysis shows that men that are lower on the ladder have indeed 
more health and other problems. My suggestion is to omit this 
internal comparison (or explain the rationale).  
 
It seems that more data are available for the non response analysis. 

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer Name alex burdorf  

Institution and Country erasmus MC Netherlands  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: none declared  

 

A1. P4, 6-14: Some latest publications on homeless people and mortality are lacking, see e.g. 

Nusselder et al. PLoS One. 2013 Oct 2;8(10):e73979  

Thank you for the relevant Dutch reference. Some recent publications were added from o.a. 

Nusselder et al. to refer to the adverse health outcomes associated with homelessness.  

 

A2. P4, 15-17: As most important triggers are mention house eviction and relation breakdown, but the 

paragraph continuous with job loss, this seems a contradictory reasoning  

-The paragraph was omitted. (see A3 and A4)  

Note:  

At first; the paragraph was rephrased; to clarify the reasoning:  

Job loss resulting in long term unemployment, with its well documented negative consequences on 

material and immaterial resources might cause mentioned “triggers”(financial hardship--> house loss; 

relational stress--> relation breakdown).  

However, based on the very useful commentary of both reviewers, we decided to rewrite the whole 

introduction (see A3 and A4)  
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A3. P4, 27-29: I am not sure whether the rationale is phrased correctly, prevention of homelessness 

cannot be achieved by studying health needs, unless health problems are a major trigger, but that is 

unclear.  

-We agree that prevention of homelessness cannot be prevented by only studying health needs. 

Health problems may arise from homelessness and play a role, amongst other factors in causing a 

spell of homelessness and influencing its duration (See for instance Fitzpatrick et al. 2013; …..)  

 

It is mainly because of this faulty reasoning you aptly address here (to prevent homelessness, we 

initiated a study addressing health needs…), that the introduction is now rewritten and prolonged.  

 

We tried a faulty “shortcut”, which apparently did not work.  

Now we take a prolonged detour in our introduction to show that it is not only homelessness we aim to 

prevent (see also R4.) More broadly it is „severe social exclusion‟ i.e. „social dropout‟ as found with 

clients of individual Public Mental Healthcare (PMHC) we aim to prevent.  

On P5:21-34 we explain two levels of this policy perspective: (1) outreaching PMHC for individuals not 

making use of healthcare while there is a (normative)health need to do so; (2) At a risk group-level, 

PMHC-services are concerned with the prevention of psychosocial deterioration in specific subgroups 

subject to risk-factors such as long-term unemployment, social isolation, and psychiatric disorders. 

Single men on welfare are then put forward as a potential risk group.  

 

Before stating research questions we yet describe (a) size op population and common characteristics 

of SIM-welfare (from which disadvantaged health and drug use can be hypothesised) and (b) policy 

context of SIM-welfare: from which P6: “subgroups of SIM-welfare can be distinguished that are (a) 

exposed to different reintegration policy and (b) probably have different health needs”  

 

After this detour we further introduce restructured objectives (P6:32-38) with 4 added research goals 

(P6:6-30)  

 

A4. P4, 41: it comes as a surprise that the target group is different from the group described in the 

introduction!  

-The introduction was meant to justified targeting SINGLE MEN on welfare but put to much emphasis 

on HOMELESSNES.  

We rewrote “the background” of the study to make more clear why the cohort study was set up and 

why from baseline we describe (unmet)health needs (see A3)  

Also, we now start the introduction (first sentences) with stating our main aim and target group in the 

present article; then we ask “why target single men on welfare?” and „take the prolonged detour‟ to 

explain.  

 

A5. P5: Although it is difficult to argue against the policy model, there is evidence form studies on 

Individual Placement and Support / supported employment –strategies that this may not be an 

effective approach.  

-In the present manuscript, we do not really mean to explain a „policy model‟ nor do we mean to 

discuss a preferred rehabilitation model. (see also related R12)  

 

We merely describe the „stairway to work‟ model as a classification that SWI uses to differentiate 

between clients with more or less personal barriers and characristics restricting labour market 

participation eg their „distance to the labour market‟. P6: “subgroups of SIM-welfare can be 

distinguished that are (a) exposed to different reintegration policy and (b) probably have different 

health needs”  

We test whether these subgroups prove to be useful to distinguish between subgroups of SIM-welfare 

with different health profiles.  
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note  

In theory (eg. policy documents), the „stairway to work‟ classification model does not contradict an IPS 

approach. Clients on the lowest steps of this stairway to work, can be targeted for IPS and upward 

mobility from step 1-to-work is possible. (which happens in occasional pilots)  

In the discussion we do not argue against any policy model, we argue against the financing structure 

these policy models root from. We address the problem that vocational rehabilitation and „care‟ have 

different funding, and different incentive structures and as such keep these policy fields separated 

while joint effort, planned from shared costs and benefits, would probably yield best results.  

From this joint perspective (which currently seems within reach in the Netherlands), structural 

implementation of IPS like interventions seem feasible  

 

A6. P5: 41-54: the objectives are not aligned very well with the introduction, also objective 1 seems to 

include already objectives 2 and 3.  

-The introduction is now rewritten to align better with the objectives (see R3) Also objectives are 

restructured (P6:32-38) and follow from 4 research goals (P6:6-30)  

 

A7. P6: procedures for informed consent and ethical approval are not mentioned. Although implicitly 

table 1 presents some information  

-Added (before, this information was only printed in the Scholar One system, and not in the 

manuscript)  

 

A8. P7: given the low response in both the active sample and the health survey, one wonders how 

good this comparison can be made, that deserves attention. A potential sensitivity analysis is to 

compare persons without a job from the health survey with the active sample as well  

-Detailed information from non-response analysis concerning the active sample is added in the 

appendix. We hope this raises confidence in the representativity of the active sample as “The 

distributions of all these variables, closely resemble the „true‟ distributions as registered for the 

research population (eg. the sample frame; n=9200)” (added on P11)  

For the reference sample from the general health survey, we added some general information about 

the response rate. As for the sample from the health survey, the selections that resulted from 

nonresponse on age groups and area deprivation were corrected for by weighting the sample. 

Although, other selections might also have occurred, these figures represent the best estimates for 

the population of Amsterdam available.  

 

About adding sensitivity analysis:  

Good suggestion to compare jobless single men from the health survey with the active sample. This 

was considered in earlier versions. We decided not to proceed with this because; (1)a large enough 

reference category of (jobless) single male welfare recipients could not be constructed for a sensitivity 

analyses (2)the entire category of jobless single men in general does not seem to be a valid reference 

group, since that includes men on sickness leave, on early pension, on social insurance benefits and 

on unemployment benefits, who are likely to differ from those on welfare.  

 

A9. P7, 25-35: these measures must be presented in more detail, e.g what is harmful drinking?  

-More detail is provided for these measuring instruments. As for harmful drinking: “alcohol 

consumption that is actually or potentially related to current social and medical problems is commonly 

measured with the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT). With a cut off score of ≥8, the 

AUDIT is shown to provide good sensitivity and specificity in the detection of current social and 

medical problems related to alcohol” (added at P9)  

 

A10. P7, 55-57: how was distance to the labour market collected in the health survey?  

-It wasn‟t; men from the health survey only form the comparison group of working men. All men 

working >12 hours were selected.  
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A11. P10 and on: the figure is too difficult to understand, please include a table with appropriate 

information  

-As requested; results are now presented in table 3 where OR (95%CI) an p values are tabulated.  

 

A12. P11, table 3. It is unclear whether disease information can explain the observed differences 

between both groups (welfare vs work) and the 3 categories of distance to the labour market, is this 

analysis adjusted for socio-demographic factors?  

-Since the table 3 (now table 4) was unclear, we clarified it: control variables with respect to “disease 

information” were omitted from the table, leaving only the predictors of interest. In model 1: Risk for 

health care use for SIM-welfare compared to SIM-work; controlled for relevant health needs and 

background variables. In model 2: Risk for health care use for subgroups of SIM-welfare compared to 

subgroup assessed with smallest distance to labour market; controlled for relevant health needs and 

background variables.  

 

A13. P12, discussion: it is unclear whether the definition of step 1-4 is partly based on the 

determinants studied, hence, it should be discussed in more detail whether the differences observed 

can truly be interpreted.  

-Both reviewers ask this question. Discussion was added (P15)Also, in the introduction we now more 

clearly state why we want to distinguish between these subgroups. (P6:25-30) (SEE ALSO A5; B4)  

 

---  

 

Reviewer Name H. Kroon  

Institution and Country Netherlands Institute of Mental Health & Addiction, The Netherlands  

Please state any competing interests or state „None declared‟: None declared  

 

Strong points of this descriptive study are the sample frame, and the participatory action research 

method.  

 

B1. Title: The "different distance" in the title is not clear. Suggestion: " Comparing health, drug & 

service use of single men on welfare with employed men in Amsterdam" or something like that.  

-Thank you for the good suggestion. Since we did not omit the subgroups, and we also like to 

emphasise the simple descriptive nature of the study, we now have changed the title to: Health, Drugs 

& Service use among deprived single males: comparing (subgroups) of single male welfare recipients 

against employed single men in Amsterdam.  

 

B2. Target population: these characteristics could be deleted since they double with the 

characteristics of the sample frame described in "study sample and procedures".  

-Thank you for noticing. We saved some words by omitting doubled information. We felt we needed to 

keep part of the paragraph though, to properly introduce the study by a)informing international 

readers with key characteristics of Dutch welfare recipients (b) from these common characteristics 

hypothesise health disadvantages among SIM-welfare.  

 

B3. The authors compare single male welfare recipients with single employed men. Ok. Less clear is 

the internal comparison of subgroups of SIM-welfare. This comparison seems to be trivial. Based on 

the assessment of health problems and other personal barriers people are placed on a “stairway to 

work”. The subsequent analysis shows that men that are lower on the ladder have indeed more health 

and other problems. My suggestion is to omit this internal comparison (or explain the rationale).  

-We chose not to omit the subgroups, but to better explain the rationale behind it. This subject, which 

both reviewers touched upon, is now properly introduced (P5: 14-16)(P6: 25-30) and discussed  
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The distance to the labour market as assessed by SWI, is based on many indicators of which health 

barriers are only one. These categories are an important tool for SWI to distinguish subgroups for 

different interventions. Similar distinctions will be used by welfare agencies in other cities and 

countries. When combining efforts of SWI and public health it is important to know whether these 

subgroups also create a useful distinction for public health interventions.  

So yes, to some degree we test whether the classification „does what it is supposed to do‟. As 

explained this is a relevant question and also: this has not been tested before. (SEE ALSO A5)  

 

B4. It seems that more data are available for the non response analysis.  

-Information added: In appendix, a table provides detailed info on possible response bias related to 

reasons of non response (before – after personal approach). We hope this answers your request for 

more information…  

For working men (the sample from AGM data) such info was not available but more general info was 

added (SEE ALSO A8). 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Hans Kroon 
Netherlands Institute of Mental Health & Addiction, The Netherlands 

REVIEW RETURNED 31-Dec-2013 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS The comments of the reviewers were adequately addressed. Three 
minor points:  
- p.6, 20-23: please rephrase: what kind of evidence would suggest 
this need?  
- p. 8, 16: please add the response rate of subgroup of single men, 
aged 23-64  
- p. 8, 32: "chromatic" --> "chronic"  

 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Three minor revisions were suggested and taken into acount (see below for details).  

 

1- p.6, 20-23: please rephrase: what kind of evidence would suggest this need?  

-->Evidence of relative under-utilisation of health services would suggest to prioritise policy aimed at 

improving access to healthcare for the specific target group.  

The paragraph was rephrased as following: (p 6; 22-26)  

"Improving access to healthcare for groups under-utilising health services, could prevent psychosocial 

deterioration and a possible need for costly outreaching individual PMHC at a later stage. In this 

study, we look to find evidence for relative under-utilisation of health services (i.e. disadvantaged 

service use) among SIM-welfare by comparing their unmet health needs against SIM-work."  

 

2- p. 8, 16: please add the response rate of subgroup of single men, aged 23-64  

--> Specific response rate for the Amsterdam Health Survey (28%) was calculated and added (see 

p8; 17-18).  

 

3- p. 8, 32: "chromatic" --> "chronic"  

--> Error was changed 
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